Lead, cadmium, arsenic, and mercury combined exposure disrupted synaptic homeostasis through activating the Snk-SPAR pathway.
Lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), arsenic (As), and mercury (Hg) are among the leading toxic agents detected in the environment, and they have also been detected simultaneously in blood, serum, and urine samples of the general population. Meanwhile early neurologic effects and multiple interactions of Pb, Cd, As, and Hg had been found in children from environmentally polluted area. However, the current studies of these four metals were mostly limited to the interactions between any two metals, whereas the interaction characteristics between any three and four metals were rarely studied. In our study, we firstly explored the characteristics of the neurotoxic interactions among these four elements in nerve cells with factorial designs. The results showed that Pb+Cd+As+Hg co-exposure had a synergistic neurotoxic effect that was more severe than that induced by any two or three metals, when their individual metals were at human environmental exposure (in the blood of U.S. population) relevant levels and below no observed adverse effect levels (NOAELs). Therefore, Pb+Cd+As+Hg co-exposure at human environmental exposure relevant levels were further selected to examine synaptic homeostasis as the cellular and molecular foundation of learning and memory. We reported for the first time that Pb+Cd+As+Hg co-exposure induced dose-dependent decreases of the dendritic lengths and branching, as well as spine density and mature phenotype in primary hippocampal neurons, and the stimulated neurite outgrowths in NGF-differentiated PC12 cells. And the above synaptic homeostasis disruption was associated with serum induced kinase (Snk)-spine associated Rap GTPase activating protein (SPAR) pathway. Our study suggests that human environmental Pb, Cd, As, and Hg co-exposure has the potential to evoke synergistic neurotoxicity even if their individual metals are below NOAELs, which reinforces the need to control and regulate potential sources of metal contamination.